JERUSALEM, Oct. 10. (JTA) -- Fears of a world war were scotched today in a message from Palestine High Commissioner Sir Arthur Grenfell Wauchope in London read to an assemblage of Arab and Jewish leaders and outstanding personalities in Palestine finance by Acting High Commissioner John Hathorn-Hall.

The message held that fears that another world way may result from the Italo-Ethiopian situation are entirely baseless. Sir Arthur declared that the situation in the Mediterranean is safe and that the Ethiopian war has been localized.

To reassure the Palestine population, the message pointed out that had there been "the slightest cause for disquiet," the High Commissioner would have arranged to return in the middle of October. As it is, he said, he will return in the middle of November.

The local population, the message said, cannot judge precisely to what extent, if any, Palestine will be affected by the Italo-Ethiopian conflict. He expressed confidence that those assembled would use their knowledge to quiet the public.

Sir Arthur returned to London Tuesday from a vacation in Scotland. He is said to be negotiating with the Colonial Office the details of the projected representative legislative council for Palestine.

LUXEMBOURG STOPS REGISTRATION OF EXILES

LUXEMBOURG, Oct. 10. (JTA) -- The government of the Duchy of Luxembourg today issued an internal order to the police not to
register any more refugees from Germany, especially the Saar.

Officially the Duchy has not renounced the right of asylum and no order to prohibit admission of refugees has been issued. However, refugees are being informed by the police that it is no longer possible to obtain identification cards.

The Duchy has in the past been friendly to German refugees. Recently a special postage stamp issue was placed on sale, proceeds of which are being used to aid professionals in exile from Germany.

NAZIS DEPRIVE LEWALD OF SPORTS POSTS

BERLIN, Oct. 10. (JTA) — Theodor Lewald, a "non-Aryan" of Jewish extraction and one of the foremost sports authorities in Germany, has been deprived by the Nazi regime of all his sports posts except the chairmanship of the technical committee organizing the forthcoming Berlin Olympiade, the Jewish Telegraphic Agency confirmed today.

Lewald was permitted to retain his post as head of the technical committee because his knowledge of sports throughout the world and his numerous connections are most essential to the work of that committee.

He has, however, been deprived of his post as president of the German Olympics Association and also the Reichs Sport Association.

The Olympics headquarters here today informed the Jewish Telegraphic Agency that it is not yet certain whether Lewald will go to the United States to make necessary arrangements there. If he does go it will not be before the Spring, it was stated.

Lewald is a member of the same family as Fanny Lewald, noted German woman writer and fighter for Jewish emancipation.

MYSTERY SHROUDS FATE OF DR. HIRSCH HELD BY GESTAPO

BERLIN, Oct. 10. (JTA) — Mystery continued to surround the fate today of Dr. Otto Hirsch, president of the executive of the Reichsvertretung, central representative Jewish body, who was arrested here yesterday by the Gestapo in connection with a special Yom Kippur message issued by the Reichsvertretung to the Jews of Germany.

The Jewish Telegraphic Agency was today refused information about the fate of Dr. Hirsch, by the Gestapo. The secret police declined to divulge where he is being held.

(NOT FOR PUBLICATION — FOR PERSONAL USE ONLY)
All copies of the Yom Kippur message, signed by Dr. Hirsch and Chief Rabbi Dr. Leo Baeck, president of the Reichsvertretung, were ordered confiscated today by the Gestapo.

It is believed that the wrath of the Gestapo was provoked especially by the following paragraph appearing in the message:

"We stand before the Lord. With the same strength with which we have acknowledged our sins, the sins of individuals and the sins of the community, we declare with a feeling of abhorrence that the lies directed against us, and the calumnies spread against our religion and its Testament, are repudiated by us root and branch."

This message was to have been read in all synagogues on the Jewish Day of Atonement, last Monday. But the Gestapo sent out telegraphic orders prohibiting the reading of the message. Dr. Leo Baeck was arrested, and was released after having been detained by the secret police for 24 hours until after the holiday. Dr. Hirsch, who was not in Berlin on Yom Kippur, was arrested yesterday on his return.

REICH TOWNS FORBID STREETS TO JEWS ON SUNDAY

BERLIN, Oct. 10. (JTA) -- Orders forbidding Jews to appear on the street on Sunday were today issued by a number of towns in the Gunzenhausen district.

The orders prohibit Jews from entering public institutions, drive autos in the towns, acquire a lease on real estate, or even visit the cemeteries.

Designed to force the Jews to leave the community, these orders deprive them of all municipal privileges save the duty to pay taxes.

"Aryans," however are warned against molesting Jews on Saturdays. The orders threaten that all "Aryans" caught associating with Jews will be deprived of winter relief.

In Dusseldorf, about 300 Jewish retail shops were today notified by the local banks that henceforth no credits can be issued to them.

Since most of the stores are dependent on credit extended them by the local banks, this action will force many Jewish shopkeepers to transfer their businesses to "Aryans."

JEWISH JUDGE BACKED BY CZECHOSLOVAK HIGH COURT

PRAHA, Czechoslovakia, Oct. 10. (JTA) -- The Higher Court in the city of Moravská-Ostrava today overruled the objection

.NOT FOR PUBLICATION - FOR PERSONAL USE ONLY.
raised by the attorney for a local anti-Semitic newspaper against having his case tried in the District Court before Judge Kaempf, a Jew.

When the case was called, the attorney voiced his objection against Judge Kaempf presiding. The judge immediately referred the case to the Higher Court.

In overruling the attorney, the Higher Court stated that in Czechoslovakia the removal of a judge because of his religion is not permitted.

CZECH GERMAN GROUP HITS NUREMBERG LAWS

PRAHA, Oct. 10. (JTA) -- A strong resolution against the Nuremberg anti-Jewish laws was adopted here today by the conference of the German Democratic Freedom Party, under the chairmanship of Senator Kostka.

LORD READING, 75, RECUPERATING AT KENT

LONDON, Oct. 10. (JTA) -- The Marquess of Reading, former Viceroy of India, spent his 75th birthday today convalescing in Walmer Castle, Kent.

Suffering from cardiac asthma, the Marquess has been seriously ill for the past few weeks.

The Marquess of Reading was also former Attorney General, Lord Chief Justice and British Ambassador Extraordinary to the United States, being the first Jew to serve in any of these capacities. He was Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs in the first National Government.

VANDALS CUT SWASTIKAS ON RUMANIAN TOMBS

CZERNOWITZ, Oct. 10. (JTA) -- Anti-semitic vandals last night decorated the Jewish cemetery here, painting swastikas on numerous tombstones. On many memorials the vandals cut the swastikas into the stone.
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WAUCHOPE REASSURES PALESTINE ON WAR, SAYING IT'S "LOCALIZED"

JERUSALEM, Oct. 10. (JTA) -- Fears of a world war were scouted today in a message from Palestine High Commissioner Sir Arthur Grenfell Wauchope in London read to an assemblage of Arab and Jewish leaders and outstanding personalities in Palestine finance by Acting High Commissioner John Hathorn-Mall.

The message held that fears that another world war may result from the Italo-Ethiopian situation are entirely baseless. Sir Arthur declared that the situation in the Mediterranean is safe and that the Ethiopian war has been localized.

To reassure the Palestine population, the message pointed out that had there been "the slightest cause for disquiet," the High Commissioner would have arranged to return in the middle of October. As it is, he said, he will return in the middle of November.

The local population, the message said, cannot judge precisely to what extent, if any, Palestine will be affected by the Italo-Ethiopian conflict. He expressed confidence that those assembled would use their knowledge to quiet the public.

Sir Arthur returned to London Tuesday from a vacation in Scotland. He is said to be negotiating with the Colonial Office the details of the projected representative legislative council for Palestine.

LUXEMBOURG STOPS REGISTRATION OF EXILES

LUXEMBOURG, Oct. 10. (JTA) -- The government of the Duchy of Luxembourg today issued an internal order to the police not to
register any more refugees from Germany, especially the Saar.

Officially the Duchy has not renounced the right of asylum and no order to prohibit admission of refugees has been issued. However, refugees are being informed by the police that it is no longer possible to obtain identification cards.

The Duchy has in the past been friendly to German refugees. Recently a special postage stamp issue was placed on sale, proceeds of which are being used to aid professionals in exile from Germany.

**NAZIS DEPRIVE LEWALD OF SPORTS POSTS**

BERLIN, Oct. 10. (JTA) -- Theodor Lewald, a "non-Aryan" of Jewish extraction and one of the foremost sports authorities in Germany, has been deprived by the Nazi regime of all his sports posts except the chairmanship of the technical committee organizing the forthcoming Berlin Olympiade, the Jewish Telegraphic Agency confirmed today.

Lewald was permitted to retain his post as head of the technical committee because his knowledge of sports throughout the world and his numerous connections are most essential to the work of that committee.

He has, however, been deprived of his post as president of the German Olympics Association and also the Reichs Sport Association.

The Olympics headquarters here today informed the Jewish Telegraphic Agency that it is not yet certain whether Lewald will go to the United States to make necessary arrangements there. If he does go it will not be before the Spring, it was stated.

Lewald is a member of the same family as Fanny Lewald, noted German women writer and fighter for Jewish emancipation.

**MYSTERY SHROUDS FATE OF DR. HIRSCH HELD BY GESTAPO**

BERLIN, Oct. 10. (JTA) -- Mystery continued to surround the fate today of Dr. Otto Hirsch, president of the executive of the Reichsvertretung, central representative Jewish body, who was arrested here yesterday by the Gestapo in connection with a special Yom Kippur message issued by the Reichsvertretung to the Jews of Germany.

The Jewish Telegraphic Agency was today refused information about the fate of Dr. Hirsch, by the Gestapo. The secret police declined to divulge where he is being held.

(NOT FOR PUBLICATION - FOR PERSONAL USE ONLY)
All copies of the Yom Kippur message, signed by Dr. Hirsch and Chief Rabbi Dr. Leo Baeck, president of the Reichsvertretung, were ordered confiscated today by the Gestapo.

It is believed that the wrath of the Gestapo was provoked especially by the following paragraph appearing in the message:

"We stand before the Lord. With the same strength with which we have acknowledged our sins, the sins of individuals and the sins of the community, we declare with a feeling of abhorrence that the lies directed against us, and the calumnies spread against our religion and its Testament, are repudiated by us root and branch."

This message was to have been read in all synagogues on the Jewish Day of Atonement, last Monday. But the Gestapo sent out telegraphic orders prohibiting the reading of the message. Dr. Leo Baeck was arrested, and was released after having been detained by the secret police for 24 hours until after the holiday. Dr. Hirsch, who was not in Berlin on Yom Kippur, was arrested yesterday on his return.

**REICH TOWNS FORBID STREETS TO JEWS ON SUNDAY**

**BERLIN,** Oct. 10. (JTA) -- Orders forbidding Jews to appear on the street on Sunday were today issued by a number of towns in the Gunzenhausen district.

The orders prohibit Jews from entering public institutions, drive autos in the towns, acquire a lease on real estate, or even visit the cemeteries.

Designed to force the Jews to leave the community, these orders deprive them of all municipal privileges save the duty to pay taxes.

"Aryans," however are warned against molesting Jews on Saturdays. The orders threaten that all "Aryans" caught associating with Jews will be deprived of winter relief.

In Dusseldorf, about 300 Jewish retail shops were today notified by the local banks that henceforth no credits can be issued to them.

Since most of the stores are dependent on credit extended them by the local banks, this action will force many Jewish shopkeepers to transfer their businesses to "Aryans."

**JEWSH JUDGE BACKED BY CZECHOSLOVAK HIGH COURT**

**PRAHA,** Czechoslovakia, Oct. 10. (JTA) -- The Higher Court in the city of Moravska-Ostrava today overruled the objection
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raised by the attorney for a local anti-Semitic newspaper against having his case tried in the District Court before Judge Kaempf, a Jew.

When the case was called, the attorney voiced his objection against Judge Kaempf presiding. The judge immediately referred the case to the Higher Court.

In overruling the attorney, the Higher Court stated that in Czechoslovakia the removal of a judge because of his religion is not permitted.

CZECH GERMAN GROUP HITS NUREMBERG LAWS

PRAHA, Oct. 10. (JTA) -- A strong resolution against the Nuremberg anti-Jewish laws was adopted here today by the conference of the German Democratic Freedom Party, under the chairmanship of Senator Kostka.

LORD READING, 75, RECUPERATING AT KENT

LONDON, Oct. 10. (JTA) -- The Marquess of Reading, former Viceroy of India, spent his 75th birthday today convalescing in Walmer Castle, Kent.

Suffering from cardiac asthma, the Marquess has been seriously ill for the past few weeks.

The Marquess of Reading was also former Attorney General, Lord Chief Justice and British Ambassador Extraordinary to the United States, being the first Jew to serve in any of these capacities. He was Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs in the first National Government.

VANDALS CUT SWASTIKAS ON RUMANIAN TOMBS

CZERNOWITZ, Oct. 10. (JTA) -- Anti-Semitic vandals last night decorated the Jewish cemetery here, painting swastikas on numerous tombstones. On many memorials the vandals cut the swastikas into the stone.